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Date: 1914-1925
Number of containers: 1 Hollinger box

Brief description of collection:

The Omega Phi Society and Delta Upsilon Quarterly Collection contains initiation material and fraternal magazines from the Wesleyan fraternity Omega Phi, which eventually became a chapter of the national Delta Upsilon organization.

The collection consists of the wills of several initiates written on the occasion of their initiation on October 22, 1914. Initiates include a Fernando Barry, Howard Willis Lindsey, Charles Matthews, Clifford Williams, Elton Shilton, Ivan Perkins, A.A. Houck, Frank Clark, H.E. Lindrey, Paul Echktum, Howard Bigelow. Omega Phi Society material also includes Omega Phi’s petition to the national Delta Upsilon organization for membership in said organization. The majority of this collection consists of copies of the quarterly magazine produced by Delta Upsilon, from the collection of a Mr. Fred H. Hotchkiss.
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